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As members of the European legal community, we demand not to include investment protection and investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) mechanisms in either the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and the European Union or in the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the European Union and Canada, for the following reasons:

**Investment protection and ISDS establish privileges for foreign investors based on vague substantive standards**

Investment protection and ISDS give foreign investors substantive and procedural privileges in relation to all other actors in a society.

The substantive investment protection standards such as *fair and equitable treatment* and *protection against indirect expropriation without compensation* have been interpreted in a broad sense, partly due to vague treaty formulations. Some standards are highly disputed since they might cover situations in which legitimate public welfare regulations result in the payment of compensation to foreign investors. ISDS provisions let investors call on an arbitration panel composed of three arbitrators to invoke these substantive rights and scrutinize any political, administrative or judicial decision that affects their businesses. Investors can thereby hold the state liable for their lost profits, even if the state’s measures are non-discriminatory, lawful from a domestic perspective and designed e.g. to protect the environment, public health or workers’ rights, to renationalize railways, water or energy supply or healthcare systems.

Foreign investors are provided with these privileges without being subjected to any binding and actionable responsibilities in return which could be invoked by the state or those affected by the investment.

**Investment protection and ISDS threaten regulation in the public interest, democratic change and state budgets**

Investment protection constitutes a subtle shift of power towards individual and already influential commercial actors as it weakens the consideration of public interests and restricts democratic change. In light of the large stock and flows of transatlantic investment, introducing foreign investment protection in TTIP and CETA will potentially lead to a large number of investor-state claims and subsequently to high legal fees and billions of damages paid out of public budgets. This could in turn lead to a *regulatory chill*, as governments might refrain from regulatory measures in the public interest due to the threat of investment arbitration and the high damages it entails. Under existing treaties, investors have used this leverage to effectively interfere in democratic policy.
changes. This problem is not to be underestimated, as poor and wealthy countries alike have proven to be susceptible to this pressure.

**ISDS is systemically biased and lacks rule of law safeguards**

The current ISDS system lacks safeguards for ensuring independence and impartiality, two crucial pillars of the rule of law: arbitrators are paid per case and claims can only be submitted by investors. This creates a systemic incentive to interpret the law in favour of the investor. This systemic bias is especially worrying as arbitrators enjoy a much wider discretion than domestic judges on every level of the dispute settlement process: from the admission of claims and other procedural aspects to the application of vaguely formulated substantive standards and the assessment of adequate compensation.

**The European Commission’s latest proposal offers no cure for these fundamental flaws**

The Commission’s proposal for an investment chapter in TTIP (dated November 2015) and the CETA text does little to address these fundamental flaws of international investment law. They would essentially provide investors with the same substantive privileges and give wide discretion in determining the proportionality of state measures in that very context. On the one hand, they fail to address the vague substantive standards in an effective manner. Even though the new proposals on substantive standards attempt to address existing problems of broad interpretation, they leave alarming loopholes. Most importantly, they fail to limit substantive protection to non-discrimination only. They still contain standards such as FET and protection against indirect expropriation which afford substantive privileges to foreign investors. Offering only non-discrimination protection to foreign investors would have been the best option to clearly adjust the protection of foreign investment to the domestic level of protection. At the same time, it would have been a viable path to protect the regulatory flexibility of the states which is essential to a democratic society.

In contrast, these attempts to protect the right of states to regulate in the public interest are bound to fail. The relevant provisions are mere interpretational guidelines and include various qualifications and restrictions of public policy space.

On the other hand the proposed “Investment Court System” would introduce some institutional improvements of ISDS, including an appellate mechanism and transparency requirements. Investors would also no longer have a say in selecting the arbitrators for their case. Instead, a Court System with 15 judges, who serve on a rotational basis in groups of three, would be established.

However, the Investment Court System still lacks important institutional safeguards in accordance with the rule of law. The impartiality and independence of the selected judges is not fully guaranteed. This is not to say that the judges would necessarily be biased towards the investors or bound to decide cases based on their personal interest. However, domestic and international legal systems have put in place prudent arrangements to eliminate even perceived bias and conflicts of interest, particularly by granting judges a tenured full time position and an adequate fixed salary. These arrangements seem even more important in a one-sided system solely devoted to investment protection against states. The Commission’s draft neglects these concerns: Judges are not to be employed on a full time basis and in addition to a monthly retainer fee (2000 Euro), they are to be paid per case. Conflicts of interest might arise, as they are not prohibited from working as arbitrators in the current ISDS system or as corporate lawyers (outside the narrow scope of investment disputes) at the same time. The Commission’s draft merely deflects these doubts regarding judicial independence and impartiality by formally laying down these principles in an Annex to the proposal. At the same time, it encourages investors to circumvent well-established legal procedures in domestic courts since they would partly bar them from the potentially more promising ISDS option. This stands in stark contrast to the traditional and prudent concept of international law which requires individuals to exhaust local remedies before they can have recourse to international courts.
Strong tension with constitutional and European law principles
The envisaged investment chapters of TTIP and CETA are also in strong tension with the rule of law and democratic principles enshrined in national constitutions and European law. Additionally, they are likely to affect the autonomy of the European Union’s legal order, as the investment tribunals’ binding and enforceable decisions on state liability threaten the effective and uniform application of EU law. In particular, they can counteract any national and EU provisions imposing financial burdens on individuals and corporations (including provisions on fees, taxes, penalties, fines and environmental liability).

Investment protection and ISDS are unnecessary
The US, Canada, and the EU all have highly evolved, efficient legal systems which guarantee appropriate legal protection of foreign investors. Furthermore, there is no conclusive evidence that the inclusion of investment rules will even have a positive impact on the amount of transatlantic foreign direct investment. Investment protection in TTIP and CETA is therefore unnecessary.

We therefore strongly demand not to weaken and undermine the rule of law and the democratic principles upon which our member states and the European Union were founded by providing foreign investors with an unnecessary, systemically biased and structurally unsound parallel legal and judicial system in TTIP or CETA.
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